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Context - Building Safety Bill
At the heart of the new regime is the safety of residents in high rise buildings

Asks us to re-imagine how we build and maintain our buildings, how we measure
‘safe’ and how we keep our residents informed of both their rights and their
responsibilities as a resident

Wide ranging array of changes and new regimes covering the design, construction
and occupation phases of HRBs
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Context - Measures & Anticipated Timeline in Bill
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Context - Scale and Pipeline
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Practical 1 - Understand HRB Legal Responsibility Landscape
RESPONSIBILITIES: Landlord, Freeholder, Virtual Freeholder, Head Lessee, Lessee.
Challenges
• Registered Providers playing multiple roles
• Responsibility on all stakeholders to collaborate in the interests of safety
• Clarity on ownership and property management responsibilities
• Resident Engagement

Actions
• Matrix of 3rd Party Freeholders/Agents
• Establish SLA
• Collaboration and information sharing to support Building Safety Management
• Achieve Value for Money & avoid duplication
• Outcome; improved safety, service and resident engagement and value for money
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Practical 2 - Building Information Gathering & Gap Filling
Buildings Safety Case Pilots
• Range of older/newer/3rd party blocks across legacy organisations
• Document search, archive & electronic, office refurbs – review and digitisation
• Collate into new agreed electronic structured file structures
• BS Case Gap analysis
• Resource Planner for gap filling
• Develop self serve capability to report from systems; compliance, NTC’s, component renewals etc.
• Develop our Building Safety Management Implementation Programme
• Building Information Management System across the business.
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Practical 3 - Lessons Learned and Service Improvement
• Create a culture where people do this willingly: it’s about “what went well” and “what didn’t work so well”
• Avoid blame culture, “what failed?”
• Save time, energy, effort and the cost of making the same mistakes
• Willingness to learn from mistakes encountered
• Opportunity to learn and iteratively redesign procedures and interaction across the business.
• Improve collaboration and teamwork across business.
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Practical 4 – Resident Engagement
Experience to date
• Areas of business traditionally view a block from their sphere of responsibility
• Residents view the block as their home
• Safer Buildings: Block meetings for Intrusive Surveys, Findings, BS Fund, Remediation etc.
• Pick up other defects, investigate & own the issues.
• Communications Strategy; Standard Communications Information; Leaflets, Website, Zoom/Teams
Presentations.
• Positive resident feedback on engagement, despite the often unfavourable outcomes
• Value in move toward Building Safety Management approach
• Increasing engagement and meaningful
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